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Abstract
Weanalyze the atomfield-effect transistor scheme (Stickney et al 2007Phys. Rev.A 75 013608)using
the standard tools of quantum and classical nonequlilibriumdynamics.We first study the
correspondence between the quantumand themean-field descriptions of this systemby computing,
both ab initio and byusing theirmean-field analogs, the deviations from the Eigenstate Thermalization
Hypothesis, quantumfluctuations, and the density of states.We find that, as far as the quantities that
interest us, themean-fieldmodel can serve as a semi-classical emulator of the quantum system. Then,
using themean-fieldmodel, we interpret the point ofmaximal output signal in our transistor as the
onset of ergodicity—the point where the systembecomes, in principle, able to attain the thermal
values of the former integrals ofmotion, albeit not being fully thermalized yet.

1. Introduction

In atomtronics, in an analogy to the conventional electronics, a transistor is a nonlinear device where a small
atom current or atomnumber controls a large current. The existing proposals for an atom transistor can be
divided into open and closed architectures. The former [1–3] is conceptually close to the conventional electronic
devices (thework [2] also contains a design for a diode). The latter, in turn, can be separated into the schemes
based on an adiabatic population transfer protocol [4–6] (alongwith the similar atomdiode proposals [7, 8]),
and the schemes where the (large) base current is induced by the difference in chemical potentials between the
‘electrodes’ (this is similar to bosonic Josephson currents; see [9] and the references therein). The base current
can be controlled by either the internal state of a localized impurity [10–12] or by the number of (strongly
interacting) atoms in themiddle site [13, 14]. This last scheme is nothing else but an atomic version of the field-
effect transistor (FET), and is the subject of the present study. In this scheme, the large atomic current from the
‘source’ to the ‘drain’ is controlled by a small number of atoms in the ‘gate’. The interatomic repulsion in the gate
is so strong that the chemical potential is large evenwhen the number of atoms in the gate is small.

Our principal result is that the point ofmaximal output signal in the atomic FET corresponds to the onset of
ergodicity—the point where the systembecomes, in principle, able to attain the thermal values of the former
integrals ofmotion, albeit not being fully thermalized yet.We show this in two steps: first, we establish that a
mean-fieldmodel can serve as a semi-classical emulator for the nonequilibriumquantumdynamics of the
system.We do this by comparing the quantum ab initio results—for the deviations from the Eigenstate
ThermalizationHypothesis, quantumfluctuations, and the density of states—to theirmean-field analogs. Then
we use themean-fieldmodel to study the transistor output signal threshold.We begin by introducing the
quantum system and itsmean-fieldmodel.

2. The quantum systemof interest and itsmean-fieldmodel

The paradigmatic atom transistor is realized in a tight-bindingmodel for three coupled bosonicwells on a line
(the ‘source’, the ‘gate’, and the ‘drain’). For a derivation, we refer the reader to [13] (see also [15]). The
Hamiltonian of the quantum system is
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where the indices η=‘s’, ‘g ’ and ‘d’ stand for the source, the gate, and the drain, respectively; eh is the one-body
energy at site η, whileUh is the strength of the on-site two-body interactions for the site η;finally, Jhh¢ is the

hopping constant between sites η and .h¢ The operators b̂
†
h and b̂h are the usual bosonic creation and annihilation

operators for site η, satisfying the commutation relations b b, ,
ˆ ˆ †

d=h h h h¢ ¢
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥ and b b b b, , 0.ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ† †

= =h h h h¢ ¢
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥ ForN

particles, the dimension of theHilbert space is
N 2

2
.

+⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ Themain observables of interest are the relative

occupations of the source, gate, and drain: n N N ,ˆ ˆºh h where N b b ;ˆ †=h h h absent the hoppings, they are
conserved quantities.

If the occupations of all sites are large, one expects the system to be describable by a classicalmean-field
model [13]. The heuristic recipe for constructing such amodel is well known: take the right-hand side of (1), and

replace each operator b̂h by the classical variable Q ,h and each b̂
†
h by−iPh (recall that in a classical field theory

with complex-valued fields, the canonicalmomentum conjugate to the fieldψ is i *y ); call the result the classical
Hamiltonian H Q Q Q, , , , , .s g d s g d( )P P P The equations ofmotion for the variables Qh are given by

Q H ,˙ = ¶ ¶Ph h where, once the partial derivatives are taken, we replace each Ph by Qi .*h There are also the

equations ofmotion for the variables ,Ph H Q .Ṗ = -¶ ¶h h However, after the replacement Qi ,*P h h the
equations ofmotion for the Pʼs become simply the complex conjugates of the equations for the Qʼs, so that in
the end, there are just three independent equations. Since themean-field theory should not depend onN
(formally it is an N  ¥ limit), one should in principle divideH byN andmake the replacements
Q N b ,h h N ,pP h h andU Z N .h h To obtain a goodmean-field limit as one increases the system
size, the productsU Nh should be held fixed. Then the resultingHamiltonian, a function of the bs andπs, does
not depend onN. In these variables, the three equations ofmotion are

b b U N b b J b b J b bi , 22
sg s g g s gd g d d g( ) ( )˙ ∣ ∣ ( )e d d d d= + + + + +h h h h h h h h h h

h = s, g , d, where it should be kept inmind that the quantum counterpart of bh is b N .ˆ
h Stickney et al [13]

have verified that themean-field results for time evolution agree, in the appropriate parameter regimes, with the
quantumones (though in theirmodel, the source is treated as always highly populated). The following
publications also studied atomic transport in three-well congurations: [16–19].

Inwhat follows, it will be convenient to rewrite themean-fieldmodel in terms of the variables

I I I I, ,s g d( )=


and , , ,s g d( )f f f f=


defined through Q I e i=h h
f- h (correspondingly we have

b n e ,i=h h
f- h where n I N=h h ). It is perhaps in these variables that the connection to the quantum system is

most easily understood, because it is given through the quantum expectation values: I b bˆ ˆ†
= á ñh h h and

f f-h h¢= b barg .( ˆ ˆ )
†

á ñh h¢ Themean-fieldHamiltonian becomes

H I I
U

I J I I J I I,
2

2 cos 2 cos ; 3
s,g,d

2
sg s g s g gd g d g d( ) ( ) ( ) ( )åf e f f f f= + + - + -

h
h h

h
h

=

  ⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

note that when the hopping terms are zero, I

and f


are the action-angle variables for thisHamiltonian.

In general, the purpose of the atomFET transistor is to control the current of atoms from the source to the

drain using small variations in the chemical potential of the gate,
N

H N U Nn ,g
g

g g g g g( )m e=
¶

¶
= + where

H N N U N
1

2
g g g g g g

2( ) e= + (recall that the number of atoms in the gate is N I b bg g g g
ˆ ˆ†

= = á ñ). The chemical

potential, in turn, is controlled by the relative population n N N .g g= According to the original proposal [13],
the transition of atoms between the source and the gate plays the role of a ‘bottleneck,’ activated onlywhen the
source and the gate chemical potentials become close in value. In contrast, the gate–drain link ismade insensitive
to the gate–drain chemical potential difference, transmitting every atom that happens to appear at the gate. This
can be achieved by providing a comparatively large on-site interaction strength for the gate, subsequently
detuned from the energy of the source. One then chooses the hopping constants and the on-site energies in such
away that the source–gate transition exhibits a narrow resonance, and the gate–drain transition a broad one. In
particular, to obtain the narrow resonance, the parametersmust be set such that themagnitude of the source–
gate hopping constant ismuch less than themagnitude of the source–gate detuning corresponding to an empty
gate (see alsofigure 4).Wewill be using the following representative set of parameters:

2
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U N U N U N

J J

0; 1.3; 0.5;

0; 100; 0;

0.1; 1. 4

s g d

s g d

sg gd ( )

e e e= = - =
= = =

= - = -

Experimentally, the on-site two-body interactions can be separately tuned by separately changing the
strength of confinement in eachwell: the two-body interaction scales as ,w whereω is the frequency of the
confinement [15]. To get a ratio of 100 in interaction strengths, onewould need a trapping frequency ratio of
104, which is achievable in 1D experiments (a longitudinal confinement of as little as 1 HZ, and a transverse
confinement of asmuch as 10 kHz).

3. Themean-fieldmodel as a semi-classical emulator for quantumnonequilibrium
dynamics

The central objects in quantumnonequilibriumdynamics of isolated quantum systems are the deviations from
the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis, quantum fluctuations, and the density of states [20–24].We now
establish that they can be emulated by their classical counterparts from themean-fieldmodel, by comparing to
the exact quantum ab initio results. Figure 1(a) shows the energy spectrum Ea of the transistor for the set of
parameters in (4). Here and below,α is the index of the eigenstate ∣añof theHamiltonian in (1): H E .ˆ ∣ ∣a añ = ña

The spectrum, bounded fromboth the below and the above, contains 496 eigenstates. Note that the density of
states decreases with the energy. On the upper end of the spectrum, the dominant contribution to the energy is
provided by the interactions between the atoms in the gate; this energy increases quadratically with n ,g leading to
the decreasing (with energy) energy spacings.

Figure 1.Energy spectrumof the atom transistor (the red dots). The parameters are as in (4):
J 0.1,sg = - U N 100 .,g = 1.3,g = - J 1,gd = - 0.5,d = whileU N U N 0.s s de= = = (a)The ab initio energy spectrum (496
eigenstates) for an atom transistor withN=30 atoms. (b)Themean-field emulation of the quantum energy spectrum.Out of an
overall uniformdistribution through thewhole available phase space, 496 phase-space points I ,


f

were sampled from the narrow

shell defined by I I I N 1 0.005 .s g d ( )+ + =  The vertical axis gives the energy H I ,( )f
 

for each realization (see (3)). The
realizations were permuted in such away that the energies increase along the list. The horizontal axis reflects the position of the
realizations in this list.
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3.1.Density of states
Most of the spectrum turns out to bewithin the limits of applicability of the semiclassical approximation. To
verify this assertion, we check that theWeylʼs law holds in our system. According to theWeylʼs law, if one
computes how the number of quantum states below an energyE depends on the energyE, and then takes the
smooth envelope of this dependence, the result is proportional to the classical phase space volume occupied by
these states:

E E I E H I I Nof states with
1

2
d d , , 5

3 2
3 3

tot( )( ) ( )( )
( )


 òp

f f d# » Q - -a
 ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

where I ,


f

and H I ,( )f

 
are as in (3), I I I Itot s g d= + + is the norm, x( )Q is theHeaviside step-function, the

delta-function constrains the number of particles to beN, and Id d3 3ò f is the integral over thewhole phase

space defined by the variables I

and ,f


i.e., I I Id d d d d d .

0

2

s
0

s
0

2

g
0

g
0

2

d
0

dò ò ò ò ò òf f f
p p p¥ ¥ ¥

Figure 1(b) shows

the inverse of the dependence in (5), computed using aMonte-Carlomethod: 496 points from the phase space
defined by the variables I


and f


were sampled uniformly fromwithin the narrow shell (ofwidth w N0.005= )

corresponding to awindowof the values of the norm, centered around Nnorm .= That is: the variables I ,s I ,g

and Id were each drawn from the uniformdistribution on N w0, 2[ ]+ (one can show that the statistics are
independent on the upper limit of this interval, provided it is N w 2+ ormore); if the sum I I Is g d+ + (which
is just the norm) turned out to lie in thewindow N w N w2, 2 ,[ ]- + then the angles ,sf ,gf and df were each

drawn from the uniformdistribution on 0, 2 .[ )p These values for the variables I

and f


were then plugged into

theHamiltonian in (3), and the result divided byN. Once 496 such numbers were produced, theywere sorted in
increasing order; the result is plotted infigure 1(b).

Notice that for this calculation, we have chosen asmanyMonte-Carlo realizations as there are quantum
eigenstates of the system.Apriori, one number is not related to the other, andmore realizations would produce a
smoother semi-clalssical curve. However, it can be argued that the spectrum in figure 1(b) is a semi-calssical
emulation of the quantum spectrum infigure 1(a), in the sense that the fluctuations of the eigenenergies around a
smooth envelope have at least the same order ofmagnitude as their semiclassical counterparts. This should be so
provided the quantum system is not too far frombeing integrable, as can be seen by the following argument: on
the one hand, theMonte-Carlomethod used to generate the classical spectrumproduces energy values through
a Poisson process; on the other hand, it is known that in quantum integrable systems, eigenenergies are
distributed as if theywere the outcome of a Poisson process [25, 26]. In contrast, quantum-ergodic systemswith
time-reversal invariance exhibit the type-1Wigner–Dyson statistics [25, 26]. In that case, the standard deviation
for the spacing between two neighboring levels is 1 4 1 2( )p - » times lower than in the case of Poisson
statistics.

3.2.Deviations from the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis
Figure 2(a) explores the central object in the eigenstate thermalization theory [20–23], namely, the expectation
values of the relevant observables. In our case, the relevant observable is the relative occupation of the drain:

n .d∣ ˆ ∣a aá ñ Notice that this expectation value, when plotted as a function ofα, does not collapse to a single line;
thismeans that our systemhas not reached eigenstate thermalization. The proper classical analogs of the
quantum expectation values nd∣ ˆ ∣a aá ñare the classical infinite time averages of the drain occupation [27] (see
particularly comment 24 in that reference)

n
t

t n tlim
1

d . 6t
t

t

d
max 0

d
max

max

( ) ( )òá ñ º
¥

They are shown infigure 2(b); each point was generated using a point infigure 1(b) as the initial condition.
That is: for each point infigure 1(b), we took the values of I


and f


that were used to produce it (via the

Hamiltonian in (3)); these valueswere used as the initial conditions I t 0( )=


and t 0( )f =


to compute the

classical trajectory I t( )


and t ,( )f


via the equations ofmotion generated by theHamiltonian in (3);finally, using
(6), this trajectory was used to compute a point infigure 2(b). The overall behaviors of the quantum and classical
expectation values stand in good correspondence.

3.3.Quantumfluctuations
The quantumfluctuations of nd in the eigenstates ∣añ

n n n , 7d d
2

d
2( ) ( )ˆ ∣ ˆ ∣ ∣ ˆ ∣ ( )s a a a aº á ñ - á ñ

a
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

are shown infigure 3(a). In accordance with the conjecture expressed in [28], their proper classical analogue is
the classical temporal variance
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2
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2
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¥
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⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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shown infigure 3(b). Again, there is substantial agreement between the quantumand classical plots.

4. Atom transistor from the point of view of quantumnonequilibriumdynamics: the
point ofmaximal output signal as the point at which the systembecomes able to reach
thermal equilibriumvalues

Having verified that themean-field theory can emulate the important quantities of quantumnonequilibrium
dynamics (and keeping inmind that the time evolution of the the site occupations agrees well with quantum
mean-field and quantumdynamics [13]), we now examine the properties of the output signal of the transistor.

Recall that the source–gate resonance is set to be narrow, so that the source and the gate will exchange atoms
onlywhen their chemical potentials are close in value. In our case s sm e= and U Nn ,g g g gm e= + andwith
parameters as in (4), the resonance occurs at n 0.013.g = Figure 4 shows the detuning of the source–gate
transition as a function of the relative gate occupation.

In all numerical experiments below, the initial value of the drain occupation nd is zero or very close to zero.
In studies of transistor behavior, the conventional figure ofmerit is the current to the drain, characterized by

the initial slope in the dependence of ng versus time (in our case, the slope of the red line between t=0 and
t 20,» infigure 5(b)). For example, figure 6 of [13] in effect shows the current in the drain: because their initial
population of the drain is 0, it follows that to obtain the current, one just needs to divide the results they plot by
the time interval 20t = .

Below, wewill use an integral figure ofmerit—the infinite time average of the drain occupation, n tdá ñ—to
facilitate the analysis of the system from the point of view of ergodicity or its absence. Ourfigure ofmerit is thus
the net ‘charge’ transferred (i.e. the proportion of atoms transferred), rather than the current.

Figure 2.Expectation values of the drain occupation (the red dots). (a)Quantum expectation values in the eigenstates. The solid
horizontal line reflects the average over all the eigenstates. The systemparameters are the same as infigure 1(a). (b)Time average of the
drain occupation of the atom transistor, in themean-field approximation, for all the realizations used. The long solid horizontal line
reflects the average over all the realizations. The short solid horizontal line is the average over 25 realizationswith the lowest energies
(the larger energy values are completely dominated by the energy of the gate); these occupy approximately 1/20 of the total available
phase space volume. This portion of the phase space constitutes the domain of operation of the atom transistor (see figures 4 and 6).
The systemparameters are the same as in figure 1(b).
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At zero n t 0 ,g ( )= only aminimal conductance is expected, and this is what we observe (figure 5(a)). To the
contrary, at the resonant point, n t 0 0.013,g ( )= = the transistor is supposed to provide themaximal source–
drain conductance, and this is indeedwhatwe find (figure 5(b)).

Whilefigure 5(b)may be reminiscent of oscillations in a bosonic Josephson junction, there are some key
differences. First, in Josephson oscillations, as the population gets transferred, the on-site energies get shifted. In
our case, in contrast, the gate occupation remains almost the same throughout. Second, if wewere seeing
Josephson oscillations, then once the population of the drain reached 0.5, it would continue to increase all the
way to 1, instead of turning around and decreasing back to zero (as it does in our case). On the other hand, when

Figure 3. Fluctuations of the drain occupation (the red dots). (a)Quantumfluctuation in the eigenstates. The solid horizontal line
reflects the average over all the eigenstates. The parameters are the same as in figure 2(a). (b)Temporal variance for the initial states
generated, in themean-field approximation. The solid horizontal line reflects the average over all realizations. The parameters are the
same as in figure 2(b).

Figure 4.Detuning between the gate and the source chemical potentials, as a function of the relative occupation of the gate,
n N N .g g= The vertical distance between the central solid line and each of the dashed lines equals the coupling constant Jsg between
source and the gate. The rest of the parameters is the same as infigure 2(b).

6
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our system is on-resonance, itmight be similar to Rabi oscillations between the drain and the source dressed by
the gate.

Our principal result is shown infigure 6, wherewe trace the n tdá ñ versus n t 0g ( )= dependence, alongwith
the temporal variation of nd. Recall that in sections 3.2 and 3.3we showed that these are, respectively, the
classical emulations of the quantum expectation values and fluctuationswith respect to the eigenstates. The
slope of this dependence, 16,b » we identify as gain. There are twoways to see that this really is gain rather
than, say, drain leakage. First, if one takes the average of the cluster of points corresponding to the lower values of
gate population (say, ng between 0.001 and 0.005) and the average corresponding to the higher values (say, ng

between 0.005 and 0.012), these two points will be, to a good approximation, colinear with the origin. Second,
recall that what we are studying is the ability of the values of interest to assume thermal values (represented in
figure 6 by the solid horizontal line at the vertical position just below 0.3). Thermal values constitute a
fundamental plateau, which cannot be overcome.Nownote that even for the cluster of points corresponding to
the lower values of gate population (ng between 0.001 and 0.005), the observable of interest reaches 30%of that
plateau, which again shows that this is notmere leakage.

In connectionwith comparisons to the thermal values, it should be realized that such comparisons are
meaningful evenwhen one is not interested in the thermodynamic limit (andwe are not; see below). Namely, in
the context of studying the onset of equilibration and thermalization, there are twomajor reasonswhy the
dynamics of a systemmight not drive it (all theway) to the thermal equilibrium: one is a lack of ergodicity, and
the other is insufficient size (‘mesoscopicity’). In a systemof our size, the two are not really distinguishable.

The quantum systemwe are trying to emulate has 200 particles, resulting in a 20 301-dimensionalHilbert
space. Asmentioned in the caption offigure 2(b), however, only about 1/20th of thewhole available phase space
—corresponding to the lowest 1/20th portion of the possible energy values—are relevant for the transistor
operation. This places an upper limit of 0.05 on the sampled values of ng (recall that the interactions in the gate
are really strong). Beyond that, the energy is completely dominated by the energy of the gate. The dynamics
becomes simply that of one very strong nonlinear oscillator—the gate—and the rest is completely dominated by
it.Moreover, even thoughwe sampled ng up to the value of 0.05, infigure 6we only plot values up to 0.014:

Figure 5.Dynamics of the source (solid, blue, topmost), gate (solid, green, bottommost) and drain (dashed, red) occupations for low
and high output signals. (a) Lowoutput signal (low values of n N Ng gº infigures 4 and 6). (b)High output signal (value n N Ng gº
close to the resonant value of 0.013, according tofigures 4 and 6).
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because the source–gate resonance is a narrow one, the gain simply dies out for larger values of n .g Yet another
reason for concentrating only on the lower values of ng is that wewanted to see howone can control gainwith
small populations of the gate, which, after all, is the purpose of the transistor.

The reasonwe limit our number of particles to 200 (and thus, the number of different realizations to 1015) is
that this way, the statistical noise present infigure 6, being an emulation of quantumnoise, is an indication of
whatwould be seen in an actual experiment.

We emphasize that increasing the number of atoms to valuesmuch larger than 200would not reduce the
scatter seen in the plot. It wouldmerely increase the number of points in the plot, where all the points already
present would stay. And since these already-present points were randomly selected, their scatter is a good
indication of the scatter that would be seen ifmore points were added.We realize that there is a strong intuition
that increasing the number of atoms should reduce the scatter, so let us explain inmore detail why it would not.

Themain point to realize is that in our case, the N  ¥ limit is themean-field limit, which is not the same
thing as the thermodynamic limit. The latter is, in fact, not even applicable to our system, because it would
require the size of the system (the number of lattice sitesM) to increase to infinity aswell, while keeping constant
the densityN/M. For us, however, the number of lattice sites isfixed toM=3. So, as far as the underlying
quantum system, the effect of increasing the number of particles is tomake it behavemore in accordancewith
themean-fieldmodel; but themean-fieldmodel is precisely what we used to produce the results infigure 6. (In
this connection, recall that the purpose of section 3was to verify that, for our system, themean-fieldmodel can
emulate the quantumproperties relevant for nonequilibriumdynamics.)Thus, for the purposes offigure 6,
‘increasing the number of particles’ correspondsmerely to increasing the number of points (i.e. realizations)we
are sampling; each individual point is already computed in the N  ¥ limit, themean-field limit. Incidentally,
increasing the number of points would alsomake it possible to havemultiple points appearing at one and the
same value of n .g

Nownotice that regardless of howmany realizationswe take, it remains the case that we are sampling the
entiremicrocanonical energy window (between E N 0.08min » and E N 0.13,max » out of the full available
energy range of E N E N 0.08min,full min= » and E N 47max,full = ). In the language of [13], we are sampling
all the various phase differences between the gate and the drain. Thus, the scatter in ourfigure 6mostly
corresponds to the difference between the solid and the dashed lines infigure 6 in [13], and this difference has
nothingwhatsoever to dowith the number of realizations. Our procedure additionally introduces some noise in
the initial drain occupation, which, wewould argue,makes our procedure better able (compared to [13]) to
describe the initial non-coherent states of the transistor.

With these clarifications out of theway, let us present ourmain result. Unexpectedly, wefind that even at the
resonant point, the average drain occupation does not reach its ensemble (i.e. thermal) average, which is
represented by the short horizontal line infigure 2. Instead, as the system approaches the resonant point

Figure 6.Time average of the drain occupation of the atom transistor (dashed line), alongwith its temporal standard deviation (error
bars), in themean-field approximation, as a function of the initial occupation of the gate. 1015 initial conditions were uniformly
distributed inside a phase space volume corresponding to the lowest (in energy) 1/20 of the total available phase space volume. The
correspondingwindow of energies is between E N 0.08min » and E N 0.13,max » out of the full available energy range of
E N E N 0.08min,full min= » and E N 47.max,full = Subsequently, only the initial conditions corresponding to low initial conditions
(N t N0 0.05d ( ) = ) of drain occupationwere selected. A linear fit (dashed line) gives an estimate of the gain, N N t 0 ,td g ( )b º á ñ =
as 16.b » Solid horizontal line reflects the average over all the realizations in thewindow, with no selection of the initial values of the
drain occupation N .d Note that onlywhen the initial gate occupation approaches the resonant value of n .013g = (seefigure 4), the
mobility in the phase space becomes sufficient for the drain occupation to reach its thermal value (solid line), at least at some instances
of time. The systemparameters are the same as infigure 2(b).
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n t 0 0.013,g ( )= = the ensemble average starts falling within the range of the temporal fluctuations; not enough
to be predominantly within the range, but enough for this effect to be detectable.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we studied the atomFET transistor scheme suggested in [13, 14] using the tools of quantumnon-
equilibriumdynamics [27].Wefirst justified the applicability of the semiclassical approximation applied to the
standardmeasures of the non-equilibrium.We then focused, using a semiclalssicalmodel (equivalent to amean-
field one), on the initial conditions with zero drain occupation, and used the gate occupation as a knob that
controls further dynamics. Instead of the traditional source-to-drain current, as the transistor outputwe chose
the infinite time average of the drain occupation: this change brings us closer to the conventionalmeasures of
non-equilibrium.We then studied how the drain occupation depends on the initial gate occupation. At zero gate
occupation, no atoms are transmitted to the source. To the contrary, at a point where the gateʼs chemical
potential levels with that of the source, the drain becomes populated. Onemay expect that at this point, the
transistor is fully thermalized, i.e. that the infinite time averages of the observables approach their
(microcanonical) ensemble averages. However, it turned out that even at the resonant point, the drain
occupation is still far below its thermal value. Instead, we found that the resonant regime is characterized by the
accessibly of the thermal values of the drain in ‘principle’. Namely, around the resonant value of the initial gate
occupation, the temporalfluctuations of the drain occupation become capable of ‘touching’ the thermal values
for some periods of time, without spendingmuch time there. The overall lesson is that ergodicity is not a
necessary condition for the operation of an atom transistor (while the conventional semiconductor devices do
operate close to thermal equilibrium): this conclusionmay allow one to broaden the search for an optimal
configuration of an atom transistor.
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